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Who are our customers?

▪ The customers of the Finnish Tax Administration consist of  

– 5,1 million individual taxpayers

– 454 00 corporate taxpayers

– 248 000 business taxpayers

– 107 000 agricultural operators

▪ Our communication goals 

– to enable taxpayers to act correctly on their own initiative

– to make taking care of tax matters as easy as possible

– to ensure the collection of tax revenue. 





Customer

contacts 2021

92 % in MyTax

7 % phone calls

1 % tax office visits

Since most

people manage

their taxes

themselves, 

written guidance

is important

Automation is the

best service

We send 4.9 million pre-

completed tax returns

fof individual tax payers. 

Only 1.4 million need to 

make corrections



Website Tax.fi 

• 4 000 pages in Finnish

• Almost 4 000 pages 

translated into Swedish

• Some parts in English

• 40 million visits

per year

• Visit tax.fi

http://www.tax.fi/


There are two types of texts in Tax.fi

▪ Detailed guidance for professionals

– including instructions, decisions and 

statements

▪ Basic guidance for taxpayers



Clear Writing in Finnish Tax Administration

▪ What is clear language?

"A communication is in plain language if its tone is respectful and its wording, structure, 

and design are so clear that the intended readers can easily find what they need, 

understand what they find, and use that information."

▪ We have started to pay attention to clear language about 20 years ago

when the first Finnish language specialists started working in Tax

Administration.



Clear Writing in Finnish Tax Administration

▪ Nowadays we use clear language in our e-service MyTax, in letters to tax

payers and in our website Tax.fi

▪ We have 5 Finnish language specialists and 10 translators for Swedish and 

English

▪ Clear language saves money 

– less phone calls and tax office visits from tax payers

– less mistakes that need to be fixed

– easier to understand and faster to translate



Developing texts with customer data



Developing with data

We use different kinds of data in developing our content

▪ Customer testing of our texts  

▪ Analyzing published content with 3 different data sources: 

– Piwik (user traffic)

– React and Share (customer reactions, content quality)

– Siteimprove (accessibility, technical quality)

▪ Chatbot conversations are very useful for discovering which words and 

expressions taxpayers use

▪ Feedback from customer service (phone, tax office)



Our analytics tools



Numbers don't tell enough

On most guidance pages readers 

can tell by pushing a button

whether they think that the content 

was clear. 

They can also give feedback in 

writing. 

The freely formulated answers are 

the most useful in developing 

content! 



Example: Instructions for filing the tax return

▪ Individual taxpayers get their pre-completed tax returns every spring. 

▪ We pay special attention to the feedback in the spring, because unclear 

guidance adds to the customer service's workload. 

The due dates for the tax 

return 2021:

2 April

4 May

11 May

18 May 

Busiest days in tax.fi, chat and 

customer service are the days 

before the due date.



New guidance based on customer feedback 

▪ We made a new guidance on the basis of feedback from the previous year - the 

need to it arose from our customers. 

▪ See the instructions for filing 

▪ Before publishing, we had the guidance tested by a test group

– Five people were asked to report certain income and certain deductions in their tax return.

– We monitored how the test participants moved around in the guidance, which parts were 

unclear and if the guidance was sufficient for getting the task done.

https://vero.fi/en/individuals/tax-cards-and-tax-returns/your_tax_return_and_tax_assessment_deci/instructions-for-filing/


▪ Some of the text was cut down 

– Cognitive load for the reader was made smaller - the 

central facts can be identified more easily. 

▪ We used fewer links going out from the page 

because the participants started to wander 

around the website.

▪ The text itself was found quite clear - provided 

that one takes the trouble and reads it.

What did we do based on the test? 



The guidance was improved throughout the spring

▪ During the tax return season, we monitored which questions people asked in 

our website and the chat. 

▪ Often the unclear things were very simple

– How do I add attachments to my tax return?

– Where do I report the costs for face masks?

– Where can I see if my return has arrived?

– How long does the processing of my tax return take?



For example, we added frequently

asked questions to get more

attention

We regrouped the content

because our readers did

not understand how to 

deduct furniture costs

We added words that people

use, such as desk, chair - the

word furniture alone was too

abstract.



We added more information

because taxpayers asked

how to report costs for face

masks. 

The key word was

highlighted.

We must use the same terms as 

in our e-service MyTax, even

though the terms are difficult

sometimes. 

Here we explained the term

social benefit by adding concrete

examples "daily allowance or a 

student grant"



Conclusions

▪ Use clear language and improve the contents continuously. Customer feedback 

must be monitored on a regular basis.

▪ A text must follow the reader’s view and be written in a language they 

understand – not in legal or expert language.

▪ Everything cannot be solved by clear communication - the whole organisation

must embrace customer orientation

– For example, you can write clear guidance for using an e-service, but the e-service itself must 

be easy to use, making guidance unnecessary.



Thank you!

laura.salovaara@vero.fi
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